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About This Game

This is a simple hang-up game, I got the inspiration through Warcraft III,
Because it is my first game, and it is developed by one person, it may be relatively simple now.

But it will slowly improve it in the follow-up time.
The gameplay is waiting, then watching yourself grow stronger

Accomplish a sense of accomplishment
First you have to go to the red businessman to buy the monster, then upgrade,

Upgrade can get the promotion of character attributes

###
When you have no blood, you can go to the green businessman to buy a blood bottle.

###
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With the extra money, you can go to the blue merchant to upgrade your ability.

###
When you are strong enough, you can play more advanced monsters, and more advanced monsters can get more experience.

When you feel that you are strong, You can hurt the night monsters.
I hope to support amateur independent game developers.
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Title: my dream
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Xue yang
Publisher:
Xue yang
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7,8,10

Processor: cpu 2.4Ghz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: gt650

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card:

English,French,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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